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Ancillary science for CMB SD data:!
!
  - Milky Way ISM!
!  - dust spectrum (pretty well understood already)!
!  - ISM emission lines: [C II] 158 µm, [N II] 205 µm!
!

Orders of magnitude better than FIR fine structure lines from 
COBE/FIRAS!



!

FIR fine structure lines from COBE/FIRAS:!

Fixsen, Bennett, Mather (1998)!



What can we learn from these lines?!
!
  - [C II]  ~ integrated pressure of ISM!
  - [N II]  ~ radiation field from hot stars!
! !
Useful indicators of the physical state of the ISM, integrated 
along los. !



What can we learn from these lines?!
!
  - [C II]  ~ integrated pressure of (neutral) ISM!
  - [N II]  ~ radiation field from hot stars!
! !
Useful indicators of the physical state of the ISM, integrated 
along los. !
!

Caveats:!
!

  - self-absorption!
  - no detailed velocity info unless ∆f/f ~ 10-4!

  - only integrated quantity available!



Fixsen, Bennett, Mather (1998)!



Why do we care?!
!
Long-term project to map in 3D:!
! - dust density!
! - gas density (HI and CO)!
! - star density, dynamics (PMs from GAIA, etc.)!
! - radiation field (in 6D)!
!

These have many applications.  !
Will tell you my favorite at the end. !



Outline:!
!
! - Emission spectrum of dust: 2-comp vs. 1, (Beta,T), etc.!
! - 3-D dust and stars from PS1, 2MASS!
! - Applications!



Planck-based two-component dust 
emission model

Aaron Meisner & Doug Finkbeiner

Aaron Meisner



FIR dust emission models
SFD98: single MBB, 1250-3000 GHz

emissivity power law index, constant

dust temperature, ~1.3° FWHM optical depth, 6.1’ FWHM



Planck 2013: single MBB, 353-3000 GHz

0.5° FWHM

dust temperature, 5’ FWHM optical depth, 5’ FWHM

…

FIR dust emission models



But should you let beta vary continuously?!
!

Or have two components and let the fraction vary?

FIR dust emission models



Type I and Type II beach sand:!

Santa Cruz Island, Galapagos!



FDS99: two MBBs, 100-3000 GHz

‘hot’ dust temp, 1.3° FWHM‘cold’ dust temp, 1.3° FWHM 

SED normalization has 6.1’ FWHM

FIR dust emission models



Where is the zero point?!
!

FDS99 prediction of 857 GHz is good, use this for zero point. !
Planck bands -> Planck 857 -> FDS (via DIRBE,FIRAS) -> HI zero!

Meisner & DF (2015)!



Isolating Galactic thermal dust emission

Remove CMB anisotropies, instrumental zero level offset, !
CIB monopole, residual Solar dipole, molecular emission, compact sources, …

before after

545 GHz

353 GHz

217 GHz

143 GHz



Fitting FDS99 model to Planck maps
Details

•Each spatial pixel has 5-7 SED measurements, !
one intensity per Planck/IRAS band!
!
•Fit two parameters per pixel: SED 
normalization, hot dust temperature!
!
•Run independent Markov chain for each pixel!
!
•Temperature prior 16.2 +/- 1.4 K to constrain 
low S/N pixel fits

posteriors



Results: Full-sky
both temperature and optical depth have 6.1’ FWHM 

(T2, K)

Meisner & DF (2015)!



So far, the fraction of each component is fixed.  
Could also vary f1!
!
!



f1 (cold comp fraction) !
!

Meisner & DF (2015)!



f1 (cold comp fraction) !
correlates somewhat with T!
How to disentangle ISRF variation on composition variation?!
!

!

Meisner & DF (2015)!





Agreement between MBB (cyan) and 2-comp (blue) is good, 
especially at the frequencies where they are fit!!
!

At the peak and low frequencies, ~ 10% differences. !
!

!

!



Conclusions from FIRAS-DIRBE-Planck:!
!

- The emission is roughly a modified BB.!
- It is not exactly, though.!
- With PIXIE precision, it really isn’t.  (esp. near peak)!
- “Spatially varying beta” vs. “2-component model” have very 
different interpretation. !
- Better data will help!
   - lower noise!
   - better spectral resolution (line rejection)!
   - polarization?!
!

!



The importance of 3D:!
!
The maps we make are (usually) integrated along the los over 
space or velocity (for HI, CO, etc.). !
!

The physics in the ISM happens in 3D, not 2D!!
!

How can we generate a 3D template of ISM density, and use it 
to disentangle other data sets?!



Pan-STARRS/2MASS  3D dust project!
!
Estimate reddening to 30 distance bins in 2.4 million pixels 
using only stellar photometry!!



Pan-STARRS             (Data release late July)!
(The Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System)!



1.4 billion pixel camera!
1.8m telescope on Haleakala!
3π sr coverage in 5 bands (g,r,i,z,y)!
!



Eugine Magnier (UH IfA), Peter Draper & Nigel Metcalfe (Durham University), ©PS1 Consortium





3-D dust with Pan-STARRS!
!

What can we learn about dust using g,r,i,z,y 
photometry of 800,000,000 stars?!
!

- Distance to specific dust clouds!
- Combine with HI, CO maps to identify distances to 
velocity components!
- 3-D stellar map!
- “Virgo overdensity,” tidal streams, dwarf galaxies...!
- Prelude to GAIA



3-D dust with Pan-STARRS	

!

Greg Green Eddie Schlafly Mario Jurić
Bayesian pundit, !

MCMC connoisseur 
Calibrator in chief! Database guru!



3-D dust with Pan-STARRS



3-D dust with Pan-STARRS



3-D dust with Pan-STARRS



3-D dust with Pan-STARRS



3-D dust with Pan-STARRS







Do this for many stars. 	

!
Combine 100-1000 stars per pixel to obtain estimate of 
dust along each line of sight.  	

!
Do this for millions of pixels. 









We have PS1/2MASS-based maps over 3/4 of the !
sky.  DECam will fill in the rest (eventually). !
!

GAIA and LSST will be a big help. 



Green+ (2014), Schlafly+ (2014)!



Green+ (2014), Schlafly+ (2014)!



Green+ (2014), Schlafly+ (2014)!







Given rotation curve, map distance to v:

From E. Schlafly!
Preliminary!



HI

Preliminary!
From E. Schlafly!



CO

Preliminary!
From E. Schlafly!



Comparison to SFD

Green+ (2014), Schlafly+ (2014)!



Comparison to SEGUE standards

Green+ (2014), Schlafly+ (2014)!



Subpixel priors?









]

With such high angular resolution, can we use WISE 12 
micron as a “subpixel spatial prior” for the 3D dust fit?!
!

Then instead of fitting reddening as a function of distance in 
each Nside ~ 512 pixel (~ 7’) we fit the coefficient of Wise 12 
micron as a function of distance. !
!



]



]



]

Regularization!
!
Dust structures are coherent across pixels, so each pixel should 
know something about the neighbors. !
!
Simplest thing is to take dot product of each current pixel dust 
vector with 500 samples each of 8 nearest neighbors, add that term 
to likelihood, and resample.  Do this for all pixels.  Iterate.  !
!
2.4M x 500 x 8 x 10,000 = 1014 dot products.  So, nothing. !
!
!



]
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F-star distances
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Lessons:!
!
- PS1 photometry of a billion stars -> wonderful playground for 
inference methods.!
!
- Can separate big problem into millions of small problems!
!
- Save your samples!  (Allows post facto regularization)!
!
- Reweighting can be fun. !
!
!
!
!



]

We will know a lot more before PIXIE launches:!
!
This is only the beginning.  Some future!
PS1 - DECam - GAIA - LSST - WISE - Planck map !
will do all this better!!
!
Some links:!
Meisner & Finkbeiner WISE Sky Survey Atlas (WSSA)!
http://faun.rc.fas.harvard.edu/ameisner/wssa/!
!
3D dust map stuff!
http://argonaut.rc.fas.harvard.edu!
!
MW dust video on YouTube:!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJedzj0eREY!
!
!

http://faun.rc.fas.harvard.edu/ameisner/wssa/
http://argonaut.rc.fas.harvard.edu


]

If we knew ISM density and radiation field in 3D (6D), along 
with B field and CR density, what could we do?!
!
- ISM + CR -> π-0 gammas!
- ISM + e- CR -> brem gammas!
- ISRF + e- CR -> inverse-Compton gammas!
- B-field + e- CR -> synchrotron microwaves!
!
These gamma-ray foregrounds are important for dark matter searches. !
!
Any WIMP annihilation signal from the inner MW will have these all as 
backgrounds — we must understand them!!
!
!





Dark matter profiles

Daylan+ 2014



Assume the observed gamma-ray map at each energy is a 
linear combination of template maps:

Daylan+ 2014



The residual if we do not include the “NFW” template looks 
like this:

Daylan+ 2014



If we do include it, the spectrum is:

Daylan+ 2014



We can even constrain the slope of the profile

Daylan+ 2014



!
!
Now, the Galactic center (|b| < 1 degree)!
!
model point sources explicitly, including GC source, look for 
excess

Daylan+ 2014



Now, the Galactic center (|b| < 1 degree)

Daylan+ 2014



The spectrum is similar, and so is the implied DM profile

Daylan+ 2014



There is a blob there… and it is round (azimuthally symmetric)

Daylan+ 2014



But we have forced it to have an NFW-like shape. !
Now let’s fix the energy spectrum and let the radial profile float:

Daylan+ 2014



But we have forced it to have an NFW-like shape. !
Now let’s fix the energy spectrum and let the radial profile float:

Daylan+ 2014



OK, so there is some signal there that is not in the Fermi diffuse model.!
What if it is DM?

Daylan+ 2014



OK, so there is some signal there that is not in the Fermi diffuse model.!
What if it is DM?!
!
The implied mass is 20-40 GeV and cross section is just below thermal relic(!)

Daylan+ 2014



So maybe DM is something simple after all.  A WIMP with M=Mz/3, thermal 
relic cross section, and boring annihilation channels.  (so natural… yawn)

Daylan+ 2014



But why can’t it be pulsars?!
Especially millisecond pulsars (MSPs). They shine in gamma rays, and have a 
similar spectrum. 

Daylan+ 2014



The low energy rolloff is a distinguishing feature. 

Daylan+ 2014



The low energy rolloff is a distinguishing feature. !
Also, the spatial distribution (~ r-2.5)!
And the luminosity function



Hooper+ 2013



So, it could be pulsars if pulsars in the bulge have!
- a different energy spectrum,  (but not hugely)!
- different spatial distribution, (round vs. flattened)!
- different luminosity function (8x more per stellar mass!)!

than we think. !
!
But at this point we are just inventing a new class of objects.  You can always 
explain the signal with a new class of objects.  In the limit where the objects are 
small and annihilate, we recover the DM scenario. 



Summary:!
!
Reasons to believe:!

- Signal found 4 years ago, keeps getting stronger.!
- Improved analysis (e.g. the CTBCORE cut) makes the result look better.!
- DM model is very simple.!
- Relic cross section is fine, no need for Sommerfeld enhancement, etc.!

!
Reasons to doubt:!

- The inner Galaxy is a confusing place.  Lots of other emission mechanisms.!
- We really don’t know that much about MSPs.!
- We are leaning on the Fermi diffuse model, which was not made for this. 



Wrap-up!
!
- We can model FIR/sub-mm emission from dust.  (We don’t understand it)!
- Correlation with RV. !
- 1-comp, 2-comp degeneracy!
- know ~ where dust is in 3D, will get much better!
- stars in 3D also!
- want 6D radiation field!
- C II, N II can be really useful as tests of MW model!
!
This is all helpful for DM annihilation searches in the MW. !
!
Therefore, it is cosmology, and NASA should fund it!




